Finding a Mentor Using Pioneer Career Net (PCN)
1. Login to your my.carrollu account

2. Click on: Department Tab → Career Center → Pioneer Career Net → Click on the PCN logo

3. A new window will open.

4. On the home page of PCN, click on the link in the upper right-hand corner labeled **Mentor Search**.

5. A list of all currently available mentors will appear. To refine the search, use the keyword and industry fields or Advanced Search settings. Then click Search.

**Mentor Search**

Please select applicable criteria below to search for jobs that match your objectives. For multi-select criteria, hold down CTRL while you click to select more than one.

**Note:** Keyword will search against the mentor’s employment information and education history including majors studied. Employer name is not included in the keyword search as it has it's own search field.

Keyword: ___________________ Industry: ___________________
6. To find out more information about a particular mentor, click on his or her name.

7. Personal information, employment information, education, and additional information will be provided about the contact. To contact the mentor, click on **Contact Mentor** at the top of the page.

8. A new window will open displaying the contact information of the mentor. If an email address is provided, an email can be sent to the mentor directly from PCN by clicking on his or her email address.